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ABSYS: THE FIRST LOGIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
-A RETROSPECTIVE AND A COMMENTARY

E. W. ELCOCK

D

In the research literature, logic programming, as a procedural interpretation
of SLD resolution, has largely been associated with developments arising
from the interaction of Colmerauer and Kowalski and their colleagues in
the early seventies. Around 1967 the Group for Computing Research at the
University of Aberdeen designed and implemented a programming system
called Absys. It should be interesting to the logic programming community
that Absys was a logic programming language in the full current sense of
that descriptor, and the first such programming language. This claim is not
intended to be aggressive or territorial (indeed, the current PROLOG
“phenomenon” is certainly not of our causing and not something to which
we would lay claim). Rather, it is hoped that logic programmers might be
interested to hear how subsequent developments in what is now called
equational programming, and alternative presentations of the unification
algorithm, allow Absys to be recognized for what it was.

a

1. PREAMBLE
“Mine

is a

long and sad tale!” said the Mouse, turning to Alice, and sighing.

“It is a long tail, certainly” said AIice, looking down with wonder at the Mouse’s tail;
“but why do you call it sad?” and she kept on puzzling about it while the Mouse was
speaking.. . .

The descriptor logic programming is usually identified with Kowalski’s [17]
procedural interpretation of SLD resolution [21], a refutation procedure for definite
clauses, in turn based on the resolution refutation procedure for sets of sentences in
clausal form [25,26]. It is not a coincidence that Iogic programming is’ a translation
of programmation en logique, which in turn led to the acronym Prolog (which is
certainly a better acronym than Log-pro).
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The roots of programmation en logique drew their nourishment
from Colmerauer’s
interest in natural language systems [2]. The first implementation
of a version of
PROLOG would seem to have been developed in Marseilles around 1972 [2], to be
followed in 1973 by a more efficient implementation
[27]. The developments
in the
early seventies are presented in a recent paper by Kowalski [18] as the story of a
fascinating
interaction
between research groups in Edinburgh
and Marseilles. Towards the end of this account Kowalski talks about the relationship
between the
emerging concept of logic programming
and the work of Hayes [12] on the notion of
computation as controlled deduction. He refers to Hayes’s work as being
influenced by Absys,2 a declarative programming language developed at the University of
Aberdeen and reported in a number of papers in the Machine Intelligence series [6,10,11].
anticipated a number of Prolog features such as “invertability”, “negation by failure”,
“aggregation operators ” and the central role of backtracking.

Absys

Certainly,
possibility
the context
the remark
be hardly
tantalized
PROLOG
unification
discussing
Absys did

like Hayes, my colleagues
and I were interested
in the eventual
of separate declarative and control language components.
However, in
of this paper, the important
phrase in the quotation
from Kowalski is
that “Absys anticipated a number of Prolog features “. This turned out to
surprising.
The precise relation
between Absys and PROLOG
has
the author for many years. It seemed that anything
expressible
in
could be transparently
mapped into Absys. Happily, recent work on
as equation solving [20,22], together with the use of this framework in
resolution
strategies [30], now makes it clear that a “pure” subset of
not just “anticipate”
a “number
of features of’ but was indeed an
implementation of pure (completed)
PROLOG. Indeed as far as the author is aware,
the programming
system Absys, essentially completed in 1967 [11,7], was the first
design and implementation
of a logic programming
language in the sense identified
in the first paragraph above.
When published, Absys was referred to as a system for processing assertions.3 We
shall see that Absys was a language firmly rooted in logic and anticipated
many of
the concepts of logic programming
rediscovered
several years later. The following
list identifies the more important of these:
SLD

resolution:
SLD resolution,
on which most (and certainly
the early)
PROLOG
interpreters
were based, is SL resolution
[16] restricted to Horn
clause logic programs [17]. Kowalski’s formulation
of the concept of SLD
resolution dates from the early seventies. Soundness and completeness
results
were given by Hill [13]. The Absys (circa 1967) refutation
procedure
can
certainly be regarded as an implementation
of SLD resolution.
Indeed, it
would seem reasonable to claim that SLD refutations were first demonstrated
in Absys.

Solving sets of equations.

Absys implemented
SLD resolution in the framework
of solving systems of equations
[22,30,20]. This framework has provided a
powerful conceptual tool for work on extending syntactic to semantic unification (see for example [15]). It is also worth remarking
that this is essentially

‘An acronym for Aberdeen System.
3The descriptor logic programming had not been coined.
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the route taken by Colmerauer
in the late seventies in his development
of
PROLOG II [3,4] considered as a system for solving sets of equations over the
domain of infinite rational trees.
Less central

but also worthy

of remark

are the following:

The computation rule. The concept of fairness
Absys used a fair computation
rule.
Negation. Negation
a negation-as-failure

[19] was recognized

in Absys, and

was handled in Absys by augmenting
SLD resolution
rule [l]. Absys used program completions
[l].

with

Delay mechanisms. Both primitive and user declared delay constructs were used
in Absys to handle the same kind of problems which led to their introduction
in PROLOG contexts by Colmerauer [4] and Naish [24].
Aggregation operators. A
Absys-4 (circa 1968).

set-of

aggregation

operator

was

implemented

in

Constraint soluing. Although simplistic compared to current work [15], Absys
was created with the constraint programming
paradigm in mind, and its design
shows clear evidence of this. Certainly what is referred to in [15] as “solving
constraints
by local propagation”
[28] and “runtime
rearrangement
of equations” was anticipated
in the Absys work (see for example [S]), where the
concept was included under the broader notion of “data directed control”.
The paper continues with a general introduction
which is intended
to set the
stage for a “modem”
redescription
of Absys in the framework of solved forms of
sets of equations,
enabling
a revealing
comparison
with PROLOG
and with
PROLOG
II. This redescription
and comparison
follows. Finally a detailed discussion of the treatment of equality in Absys is given, fully justifying the claim made in
the title of the paper.
In order to make the present paper easily readable, some slight liberties have
been taken with the original syntax of the Absys text. It should also be stressed that
what is referred to here as “Absys” is a subset of the language Absys-4, circa 1968.
A description of the full language, which contained higher order features and simple
control mechanisms,
is to be found in [9]. An attempt has been made to give
enough, but just enough, background
to make the paper stand alone.

2. GENERAL

INTRODUCTION

Standard
PROLOG is usually described as follows. A PROLOG program P is a
sequence of positive definite Horn clauses. We are interested in SLD refutations
of
P U {G}, where G is a negative clause, the “goal” clause. The PROLOG interpreter
explores the space of SLD derivations using a “leftmost goal literal” computation
rule [21] and a search rule based on the textual ordering of the sequence of program
clauses. Of particular computational
interest are the compared answer substitutions
[21] associated with found refutations.
A central computational
notion of a PROLOG program is that of a “procedure”.
A PROLOG procedure is just the subsequence
of program clauses with the same
predicate
letter for the positive atom. This set of clauses is said to dejne the
procedure. This notion is at the heart of the motivation of the procedural semantics
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for PROLOG refutations and is the notion which forms the link with more
conventional programming paradigms.
Absys is most easily and naturally described (in the sense of closeness to its
computational paradigm) within the framework of what is now referred to as
equational programming. In order to facilitate the comparison with PROLOG, we
will redescribe PROLOG within just such a framework. To allow this redescription
to stand alone, we will make brief digressions-to
describe the “homogeneous
form” of a PROLOG program and the so-called “general procedure” [29], and to
describe the relationship between unification, resolution strategies, and solving sets
of equations [20,30].
2.1.

Unijication and Equation

Solving

The following is largely taken from [20]. An equation set E is in solved form if it has
the form (ui = t,, . . . , un = t, } where the variables vi, 1 I i I n, do not appear in the
right hand sides of any equation. The variables ui,, . . . , u, are the dependent
(“eliminable”) variables. The remaining variables are the independent variables or
“parameters”. If E is in solved form, then a (ground) solution for E is specified by
substituting any ground terms for the parameters, and conversely.
Equation sets E and E’ are said to be equivalent if they have the same set of
solutions. The following solved form algorithm (based on Herbrand’s original
unification algorithm: see [20]) transforms a soluble set of equations E into an
equivalent set E’ in solved form.4
Given an equation set E, nondeterministically choose an equation and obey an
applicable rule from the list:
1.
2.

If the equation is of the form f(tl, . . . , 1,) = f(s,, . . . , sn), replace it by the
equations (ti = si, . . . , t, = 8,).
if the equation is of the form f(tl, . . . , t,) = g(s,, . . . , s,) where f f g, halt
with failure.

3.

If the equation is of the form x = x, delete the equation.

4.

If the equation if of the form t = x, where t is not a variable, replace it by
x = t.

5.

If the equation
occurrence in the
if x appears in t
otherwise replace

is of the form x = t where t f x and x has another
set of equations:
then halt with failure;
x by t in every other equation.

The algorithm terminates when no step is applicable or when failure has been
returned.
As an example of an application of the algorithm consider the equation set
f(h(xb)

=fb

g(v)),

z = g(h(+

Choosing the last equation and using rule 5, we get
f(h(x%

g(h(4)

=fb

g(y)),

z = g(h(x))-

4The algorithm is also presented in [22] as a starting point for the development of an efficient
unification algorithm.
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Choosing
h(x)

the first equation
=y,

Choosing

g@(x))

g@(x))

Choosing

h(x)

Choosing

= g(y),

=y,

the first equation

_Y=h(x),

h(x)

choosing

y=h(x),

z =&(x)).

and using rule 4, we get

the second equation

y=h(x),

Finally,

and using rule 1, we get
= g(Y)7

the first equation

y=h(x),
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z =&(x)1.

and using rule 1, we get
z =&(x)1.

and using rule 5, we get

= h(x),

the second equation

z = g@(x)).
and using rules 1 and 3, we get

z = g@(x)).

No more rules apply, and the set of equations is in solved form with parameter x
and eliminable variables y, z.
The following result (analogous to Robinson’s unification theorem [25]) is proved
in [20].

Theorem 2.1. The solved form algorithm applied to a set of equations E will return an
equivalent
otherwise.

set of equations E’ in solved form if E is solvable.

It will return failure

There is an obvious mapping
{vi = t,, . . . , v, = t,} --+ {VI/t,, . . . , v,/t,}
solved forms to idempotent
substitutions.
It is shown in [20] that:

from

Statement 2.1. The problem of finding an idempotent
substitution
which is a most
general unifier (mgu) of two atoms P( t,, . . . , t,) and P(s,, . . . , s,) becomes just
the problem
of finding the substitution
derived from a solved form of the
equation set E = { t, = sl,. . . , t, = sn}.
It is convenient
to regard this last equation set as derived from the equation
P(ll,. . ., t,) = P(s,, . . .) s,,) by an obvious extension of rule 1 of the solved form
algorithm. Thus if the two atoms are P( f (h( x), z), z) and P( f (y, g( y )), g( h( x))),
then the equation set to be solved is that of the example above. An mgu obtained
from the solved form derived above is {y/h(x),
z/g( h(x))}.

2.2. Resolution

Strategies and Equation Solving

Finally we need a link between equation solving and resolution derivations. We take
what we need from the work of Wolfram et al. [30].
Let P, G, and R be a program, goal, and computation
rule respectively. An SLD
derivation
of P u {G} using R is a sequence of goals G = G,, G,, . . . , such that
there exist variants C,, C,, . . . of program clauses of P and a sequence B,, &, . . . of
mgu’s such that each G,+i is derived from G, and Ci+i using R as follows.
Let Gj be +-A,,. .., A,, . . . . A,, and C,,, be A + B,,. .., B4. Let A, be the goal
atom selected by R. A derivation of G,+i from Gj and Ci+i is possible if A and A,
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are unifiable with mgu tY,+i when
Gr+l s+

( A1,...,A,_1,B1,...,Bq,A,+1,...,Ak)ei+l.

An SLD refutation of length n is a finite derivation of length n for which G,, is
the empty goal. The answer substitution is obtained from the composition of mgu
e,e, * . . e,.
There are several points of interest. We have noted that the mgu of A and A,
can be derived from a solution of the equation A = A,. In the definition of an SLD
refutation above, this mgu would be applied immediately to Gi to derive Gi+i
before going on to the next deduction step. Wolfram et al. [30] have pointed out that
this “immediacy” can be regarded as an incidental feature of the resolution strategy.
Each SLD refutation has its associated set of equations-one
for each unification in
the refutation. This set can be obtained by replacing the standard formulation of
SLD refutation with one in which unifiers appear only implicitly as the yet
unprocessed equations.5 We redescribe an SLD refutation as follows.
A goal is a pair (G, E) where G is a set of atoms and E is a set of equations.
The initial goal is (G, 0 ). The derivation step
Gi+l~t(A1,...,A,-1,B1,...,Bq,A,+1,...,Ak)~i+l
in the standard formulation, where di+i is an mgu of A, and A, is replaced by the
step
(G~+~,E,+~)=(

t(A,,...,A,_,,B1,...,B,,A,+,,...,Ak)rEiU{A=A,})

where no substitution is applied to the set of atoms. A derivation is a refutation of
length n if it terminates with G, empty and E,, a soluble set of equations. The set E,
is the associated set of equations. The answer substitution for the SLD refutation
can now be obtained simply as the solution of the associated set of equations E. The
solution process, as we have seen, proceeds by selecting an equation at each step to
which a rule of the solved form algorithm applies and using that rule to generate an
equivalent set of equations. The solved form obtained as the final equation set is
independent of the particular equation selected at any solution step. Wolfram et al.
use this result to bypass the complexities of standard proofs of the “independence
of computation rule” in the standard theory of SLD refutations. The result however
is of particular interest here because, as we shall see below, although Absys
normally processes “unification equations” as they arise, occasionally completion of
this processing is, for good reasons, deferred. The results above justify this.

2.3. The Homogeneous Form and General Procedure
Given a PROLOG program clause c:
P(t 1,.“, 1,) + B,
its homogeneous form6 is c’:

x,)+xl=tl
,..., x,=t,,B,
p(x,,...,
where the variables xi,. . . , x, do not appear in the original clause c.
‘A treatment of this notion in the context of general linear resolution schemes is given by Cox [5]. In
particular,
the set of equations associated with the SLD derivation is an instance of what Cox calls the
constraint
set associatea with a deduction plan.
?alled
the “general form” by Clark [l].
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The homogeneous
form of a PROLOG
{c’: c E P}. We have the result [29]:
P u {G } is unsatifiable

program

P is the set of clauses

P’ =

P’ U {G } U {x = x } is unsatisfiable.

iff

That is, P U { G } is unsatisfiable
iff P’ U { G } is unsatisfiable
in the context of the
equality theory Vx x = x.
may be reduced to equation
Showing that P’U {G} U {x= x } is unsatisfiable
solving by using the general procedure [29]. One simply uses SLD resolution and a
computation
rule which selects a goal literal for elaboration
until a goal without
literals is reached. The goal is now a set of equations E of the form si = t;, 1 I i I n,
where s, and t, are terms. We now “solve” the equation set by selecting equations
for unification
with the clause + x = x of the associate equality theory until the
empty goal is reached.

PROLOG-an

2.4.

Alternative Description

It should be clear from the discussion above that the unification
of the equations
tj = si of E resulting from the general procedure, each with the equation x = x of
the associated
equality theory, is equivalent
to finding the solved form of the
equation set { . . . , xi = tj, xi = si,. . . }. Using rule 5 of the solved form algorithm,
this is equivalent to finding the solved form of { . . . , xi = ti, ti = si, . . . }.
Further, since the variants of x introduced
by repeated unifications
with x = x
are of no interest in any answer substitution,
it follows that in the general procedure
discussed above, we can remove all operational
reference to the equality theory
{x = x + } and simply use the solved form algorithm to find the solved form of the
equation set resulting from the general procedure.
This is essentially what happens in the Absys system.
Note that we could have reached this last equational view of PROLOG by direct
appeal to the solved form algorithm as a unification
algorithm and to the view of
SLD resolution presented in Section 2.2. The reference to the homogeneous
form
and to the general procedure is not essential. The introduction
of the homogeneous
form however certainly acts as a nice bridge between the (nonequational)
syntax of
standard PROLOG and the (equational)
syntax of Absys used below.
2.4.1. A (Classical) PROLOG
(cl, c2), where
cl:

app([ I, L, L).

c2:

app([XlLl,

The homogeneous

M,[XIW

Example.

Consider

the PROLOG

program

P=

+ app(L, M, W.

form is P’ = (c’~, c’*), where

C;:

app(R, S, T) + R = [], S = L, T= L.

c’z:

app(R,S,T)+R=[X(L],

S=M,

T=[XIN],

app(L,M,N).

The following is a refutation
of the goal app([l], U,[1,2]) using the method
described above. We first use the general procedure to obtain the set of equations.
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Resolving the goal atom against a variant of c$, we get
[l] = [X]L], U=M, [1,2] =[X]N], app(L,
atom against a variant of c;, we get

M, N);

[l] = [XIL],

M=L,,

U=M,

[1,2]=[X]N],

L=[],

on resolving the remaining
N=L,.

We now use the solved form algorithm to solve this set of equations.
A sequence of solution steps is:
l=X,[]=L,
-X=l,L=[],
--

U=M,[1,2]=[X]N],

L=[],

M=L,,

N=L,

byrulel;

U=M,[1,2]=[X]N],

L=[],

M=L,,

N=L,

byrule4;

X=1,

L=[],

U=h4,

[1,2]=[1]N],[]=[],

X=1,

L=[],

U=M,

N=[2],

M=L,,

M=L,,
N=L,

N=L,

byrule5;

byrulel;

X = 1, L = [ 1, U = [2], N = [2], M = [2], L, = [2] by assorted rules.
The last goal is now in solved form and contains the computed answer substitution U/[2].
3. ABSYS: A SIMPLIFIED ACCOUNT
Absys text consists of a conjunction of assertions. The assertions may be either
procedure definitions or literals to be satisfied: the intended interpretation is that
the conjunction of the asserted literals is a logical consequence of the conjunction of
asserted procedure definitions. In current usage, the conjunction of procedure
definitions would be called the “program”, and the conjunction of literals the
“goal”.
The syntax of procedure definitions is borrowed from the lambda calculus. For
example, “append” might typically be defined in Absys by the following procedure: 7
app = lambda

R, S, T

{R=[],S=T}or
{R = [XIL],

T= [XIN],

app(L,

S, N)}

The body of the lambda expression is in disjunctive normal form. The bound
variables R, S, T of the expression are to be taken as universally quantified, and the
local variables X, L, and N of the second disjunction of the body of the lambda
expression as existentially quantified. Indeed, the definition of app could be given
the reading.
VR,S,Tapp(R,S,T)

w

{~=[l,S=~}or
3X,L,Ns.t.{R=[X(L],T=[XIN],app(L,S,N)}

Variables in a goal literal are read as existentially quantified. A goal literal such
as

w411, U,[L21)
‘“app” could have been defined with the additional equations to make it mimic the PROLOG
homogeneous

form completely-but

this would be patently silly.
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is treated as an application of the lambda expression (procedure)
the goal literal being replaced by
{[l] = [I,

upp and leads to

u= [L21}or

The or is distributed through the goal conjunct in the computation in which the
application takes place, essentially creating two new goals which can notionally be
regarded as initiating parallel derivations. In the example, the first conjunct is
unsatisfiable and any derivation (computation) containing it will fail (abort).
The operational semantics of or makes this definition of upp have the effect of
the homogeneous form of the two clause definition of append in standard PROLOG
given above. The example refutation below should make this quite clear.
It should however be noted here that the Absys definition, with its associated iff
reading, is just what Clark [l] calls the disjunctive deJinition8 of append, used by
Clark in his notion of program completion as a theoretical framework for justifying
negation as failure. This point will be elaborated in the section on negation in Absys
below.
3.1. A (Classical) Absys Example
As mentioned, with a minor difference discussed below, the solved form algorithm is
used for equation solving in Absys. However, rather than elaborating all goal atoms
before beginning equation solving (as in the general procedure used in the
“PROLOG” example above), Absys interleaves equation solving and procedure
application. Further, the ongoing equation solving establishes bindings which are
immediately used.
With append defined as above, and ignoring failed derivations as in the PROLOG
example, elaboration of the goal atom upp([l], U,[1,2]), regarded as an application
of the lambda expression, might9 give the following refutation:
Applying upp, we get

Ill = m5,1JL21= [XII~,I~

uPP(~IJJQ-

The first equation gives

1 = Xi, [ I = L,,

[I,21 =

wll~,I~

upp(L,,U,N,)

The first two equations give rise *to the bindings
equation now gives (rule 1) the new goal
l=l,

[21= N,,

~PP(&

X,/l,

byrulel.
&/[I,

and the third

u, 4).

The first equation is deleted by rule 1, and the second adds a binding N,/[2],
giving a binding environment
x,/l*

L,/[

17 N,/[21

andthegod UPP([ I, U, PD.
sCalled the completed definition in [21].
‘Absys does not guarantee a particular order of processing

of conjuncts.
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Elaboration of the literal by application of the upp procedure gives

[I=[13

u=

[2].

The first equation is deleted by rule 1, and the second adds the binding U/[2] to
give the binding environment
X,/l

3

LA 1,

WPI?

w4?

i.e., the substitution derived from the complete solved form and containing the
computed answer substitution U/[2].

3.2. A SimpliJed Conclusion
Finally, to close this simple account it remains to say that, as illustrated in the
example Absys refutation given above, a conjunct of equations over lists in Absys is
entailed by the “program” just in case a solved form can be constructed.” The
answer substitution provided by the solved form can of course be queried.‘l
From what has been said earlier, we see that Absys provided an implementation
of SLD resolution. A minor difference between Absys and PROLOG is that the
only functor in Absys is the list constructor: it was not possible in Absys to
introduce general terms, with the result that the Herbrand universe was simply a set
of lists.” A noteworthy difference is that the implementation of Absys used a “fair”
[19] search rule, in that all derivations continue to be incrementally elaborated until
found unsatisfiable.

4. SOME DETAILS AND A CAVEAT
Discussions of the implementation of Absys are given in [8,9]. For our present
purpose-the
claim that Absys was a logic programming language-the
essential
notion is the Absys treatment of equality.
It is important to understand the concept of an Absys identifier. When created,
an identifier is associated with a reference to a data structure which is typed as an
uninstantiated variable. This structure is designed to hold a list of references to
suspended processes which in turn reference the identifier, and typically are such
that they require the identified variable to be instantiated for completion of the
process.
Equality is implemented as a process which takes two references as arguments.
If the references are to lists, then the process in effect spawns equality processes
between the heads and tails of the lists-cf. rule 1 of the solved form algorithm.
If the references are to the same constant or to the same variable, then the
process simply succeeds-cf.
rules 1 and 3 of the solved form algorithm.
If the references are to a list and a constant, or to different constants, the process
fails and terminates the computation of which it is a constituent-cf.
rule 2.

‘“See, however, the caveat discussed below.
“Thus, the example refutation would cause the output “assertion” tout(“lJ “, U) to produce “U = [2]“.
‘*The difference is called “minor” because one can always use the simple device of writing terms as
lists by writing [f, t,,. . . , t,] instead of f( tI,. . . , t,)-see for example [23].
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If the references are to uninstantiated
variables x and y where x f y, then the
and associated with both x and y using the data structures
process is “suspended”
they reference, as indicated above. This constitutes a conceptual variant, discussed
below, of rule 5 of the solved form algorithm.
If the references are to an uninstantiated
variable x and a term (list or constant)
t, then the structure for x is retyped “instantiated”,
the binding to t is recorded in
the structure, and any suspended equality processes associated with x are added to
the goal of the current computation.
The reference associated with x, however, is
now a reference to t, implementing
rules 4 and 5 of the solved form algorithm. In
the case where t is a list, i.e. not a constant,
t is not checked for occurrences
of
x-i.e.,
Absys like the standard PROLOG interpreter,
has no “occur check.”
Claim 4.1. This treatment of equality, apart from the lack of an occur check, captures
the solved form algorithm and so, from what has been outlined earlier, completely
justi$es the claim that Absys was an (SLD) resolution based logic programming
language, and to the author’s knowledge the first such logic programming language
designed and implemented.
There is one caveat. It is possible for a computation
which is a refutation
to
terminate13 with variables uninstantiated
in a way that does not directly capture the
full solved form. Because of the treatment
of equality between uninstantiated
variables,
the total set of bindings is “incomplete”.
More precisely, the binding
environment
is constrained
by possibly “suspended”
equations between variables.
For example, a refutation might terminate with a binding environment
such as

yl

W/[XJ,

z/[X,2,[3ll,

and with the equation
Such a constraint on the
natural way by querying
additional
goal assertion
A simple illustration

X= Y associated with uninstantiated
variables
X and Y.
computed answer substitution
can of course be queried in a
either X or Y, and would in any case be activated if any
instantiating
X or Y were added to the Absys text.14
may be helpful.

4. I. 4 Simple Example of Suspended Equations
We define procedures

for reversing

a list as follows:

rev1 = lambda R, S, T
{R=[],S=T}
{R=
rev

[XIL],

or
revl(L,[XIS],T)}

= lambda R , S
{ revl(R,[l,S)}

‘3“Hihernate”
is a better word, since the computational
process associated with the derivation
rcactivateli--see
hslow.
“Abs>\ wx, dn interactive, incremental system, and was designed with this in mind.

can be
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Ignoring
follows:
From

failed

derivations,

the definition

1132,
Processing
binding

is elaborated

as

[ULI).

ul = PhI~,I~
the equation
environment

~e~l(~l,[X~l,[~I~l).

(cf. rules 1 and 4 of the solved form algorithm)

gives the

VI.

W[2?

of the goal atom reul([2, U], [l], [ VII,]) gives

Elaboration

~eu1(~z[X2,11,[~I~l).

PY VI = IJw,1~

X,/l

U],[V]L])

of rev1 gives

x,/l,

Processing

reu([l,2,

of reu we get

reul( [1,2, VI, [ I,
The definition

the goal atom

the equation
3

Elaboration

augments
WY

WL

the binding
q/2,

of the goal atom reul([U],

WWI.
[2,1], [VI L]) gives

Processing the equation augments the binding
ates the equation U = X3 with U and X3.
Elaborating

to

reul(L,, [X3,2,11,[VLI).

bw,I~

WI =

environment

environment

by L3/[] and associ-

the goal atom for the last time gives

[x3,2,11= [WI.

[l=[L

Processing of the first equation terminates without further action (cf. rule 1 of the
solved form algorithm), whilst processing of the second equation replaces it by
(cf. rule 1)
x, = v,
Processing
nating”)
x,/l?

[2, l] = L.

of these equations finally leads to the derivation
with the binding environment
&/[2>

ul,

and the with the suspended
U=X,

and

terminating

(“hiber-

J&/2,
equations

X,=V.

The binding environment
exhibits a “partially”
solved form constrained
by the
suspended equations. If we query the computed answer substitution
for U, we will
be told that U = X3, whereupon
querying
X3 tells us that X3 = V, i.e. that the
computed answer substitution
for U is constrained
to be U/V.
The suspended equations represent a constraint
on the parameters of the partially solved form. Since the constraint
is a simple set of equalities
between
parameters,
the constraint is always satisfiable and the partially solved form can be
completed.
As mentioned earlier, Absys was an incremental
system in that the text could be
augmented
by new assertions. This, together with the progressive development
of
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the binding
environment
(substitution)
associated with a solved form, made it
sensible and simpler to leave equations between variables unprocessed
until one of
the variables becomes instantiated
by a term. Thus, in the example above, if we now
add to the Absys text and augment the goal by typing the conjunct reu([5], [VI), say,
then V will become bound to 5. The equation
X3 = V associated with V is now
reprocessed,
binding X3 to 5. This in turn causes the equation U = X3 associated
with X3 to be reprocessed, binding U to 5.
The total binding environment
now is
X,/l

3

4/[2,51,

X4/5

7

b/i I, v/5,

X,/2,

~[51,

X,/5,

W[

1, L.I[~JI,

u/5,

where X4 and L, are the variables introduced in processing
substitution
equivalent to the full solved form, and contains
L/[2,1],
U/5, V/5 for the now augmented goal.

5. NEGATION

reu([5], [ V]). This is the
the answer substitution

IN PROLOG AND IN ABSYS

5.1. Negation in PROLOG
The expressiveness of PROLOG is increased by allowing program clauses to contain
negative literals in their bodies. The mechanism
for handling the negative subgoals
generated in a refutation is to augment SLD resolution with the negation-as-failure
rule [l] (SLDNF resolution). The following is largely taken from Lloyd [21].
A general program clause is a clause of the form
P(tl,...,tn)tL1,...,L,
where the L’s are literals.
A general program is a finite set of general
A general goal is a clause of the form
+ Ll,...,

program

clauses.

L,

where the L’s are literals.
Let P’ be the homogeneous
form of a general program
in P’ be defined by the k clauses
p(X,,...,

X,) +El,

p(X,,...,

X,,) +Ek,

P. Let a given predicate

p

in which each E, has the reading
3Y,,...,

y, (XI=rir3*..>

xin=finr

where Y, to Yr, are the variables
formula
vx,,...,

x,

p(X,,...,

of t,

Lr,...,L,,),
to L,,.

X,) - E,v

...

The completed dejnition of p is the
v Ek.
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The equality theory for the predicate “ = ” introduced in the completion15
essentially constrains the predicate to be interpreted as the identity relation on the
Herbrand universe of P.
Finally, let P be a general program. l6 The completion of P is the collection of
completed definitions for each predicate in P together with the equality thoery. In
PROLOG, the notion that we are working with a completion is essential for
expressing the soundness [l] and completeness [14] results for the negation-as-failure
rule.
In practice, in standard PROLOG the programmer gives the system the general
program. The “understanding” would have to be that the “system” completes the
general program. In addition, as Clark [l] points out, the system has to include the
equality theory mentioned above.
5.2. Negation in Absys
Consider the PROLOG definition of append:
“PP([

1,L, L)

aPP([XILl,

WXIW

+ aPP(Ly M9 w

used in the example of Section 2.2.2. Its completion can be written
VR, S, T (app(R,
3L(R=[],

S, T) *

S=L,

3X, L, M, N(R=

T=L)v
[XIL],

S=M,

T= [XIN], app(L,S,N)).

This can be simplified to
~R,S,T(~PP(R,S,T))(R=[],s=T)v
3x9 L, N (R = [XIL],

T= [XIN], app(L, s, N))

which is the reading of the Absys definition
app = lambda R, S, T
{R=[],

S=T}

{R = [XIL],

or

T= [XIN],

app(L,

s, N)}

given in Section 3. As mentioned there, Absys definitions of predicates are completed definitions. Consequently Absys programs are completions of PROLOG
programs.
Absys allowed for general programs and goals using the operator not. The
operator not distributes with respect to or and the implicit and in the expected way.
The operator acts like a degenerate or in that during goal evaluation it initiates an
independent computational branch, but one in which the satisfiability criteria for
termination are reversed.

“Given in full in [l, 211.
16Assumed not to contain any undefined predicates.
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We note that the solved form algorithm
used to implement
Absys equality
captures the requirements
of the equality theory for negation by failure17 listed by
Clark. It follows that Absys implemented
negation by failure in the required context
of completions
of general programs.”
A simple illustrative
example from Clark [l] is the completion
of his student
“microdatabase”
s&de&( brown) +

student(smith) +
takes( brown, ~101) +
takes( smith, ~101) +
takes(smith,

~301) +

math-course( ~101) +
math-course( c301) +
non-math-mujor( X) + math-course(Y),
The completion

of this program

not( takes( X, Y))

is rendered

in Absys as19

student = lambda X
{ x=‘BRoWN’}

or { x=‘SMZTH’}

math-course = lambda C
(C=‘ClOl’}

or {C=‘C301’)

takes = lambda X, C
( X = ‘BROWN ‘, C = ‘ClOl’}
{ X = ‘SMITH ‘, C = ‘ClOl’}

or
or

{X=‘SMZTH’,C=‘C301’)
non-maths-major = lambda X
{ maths-course (C ), not (takes ( X, C )) }
Finally, a nice example taken from a demonstration
of Absys-4 circa 1968, using
the Absys primitive aggregation operator set (implemented
in an analogous way to
the PROLOG operator intoduced some years later), is

setdiff = lambda S,, S, , S
{set(x),
More complex

{ mem(X,

examples

SA, not(mem(X,

SZ))}, S}

can be found in [7].

“Again with the exception of an “occur check”.
‘sAs implementations both Absys and PROLOG
have the shortcoming
that they do not use a safe
computation
rule, and so soundness and completeness
are not guaranteed in either.
19With apologies for the flip in syntax.
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6. EPILOGUE
This paper was written to fulfill several goals.

(1) It is presented as a contribution
be a computational revolution.

to the history of what might well turn out to

(2) It is intended as a “gift” to all engaged on the Absys project,”

but
particularly to Michael Foster, who most clearly recognized that, expertise in
logic apart, one was unlikely to get the wrong result for the right reason (with
apologies to T. S. Eliot).

(3) It is unashamedly intended to be a sixtieth-birthday

present to myself and to
allay forever ghosts and goblins of fact and ethics, past, present, and future,
by removing misunderstandings of the nature and achievements of Absys,
which can in retrospect be seen for what it was-the first implemented logic
programming language based on Horn logic with equational unification and
SLD resolution as its refutation procedure. Needless to say, I take full
responsibility if any of my rewriting of history is unacceptable.

I would like to thank Alan Robinson and Jean-Louis Lassez for their encouragement
and for the many
helpful suggestions about what I really meant to say. Of course, I do not hold them responsible if I did
not say it.
The work was supported by the National Science and Engineering Research Council under operating
grant A9123.
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